CRC UNIVERSAL SILICONE
SEALANT
Multi-purpose, weather resistant, neutral
cure sealant that can be used for general purpose adhering and sealing.

CRC FREEZE SPRAY
Multipurpose freezing agent that
instantly cools. Ideal for removing
chewing gum and sweets from fabrics, curtains and carpet.

CRC ULTRA HIGH STRENGTH
ADHESIVE
Ultra high strength contact adhesive ideal for
bonding porous and non-porous surfaces,
wood, metal, concrete, flooring, cork tiles,
carpet, foam, polystyrene and more.

CRC SMOKE TEST

CRC MULTIPURPOSE ADHESIVE

CRC Smoke Test® simulates smoke to
conveniently test the complete functional ability of a smoke detector.
When did you last test yours?

High Performance Multi Purpose Spray
Adhesive. Ideal for bonding paper, fabric
and rubber. Remains repositional for 1-2
minutes helps avoid costly mistakes.

CRC AIR BRUSH
Powerful burst of compressed pure
propellant gas that safely removes dust
and lint from all hard-to-reach areas.
Ideal for computers, keyboards, camera
lenses, cell phones and TV remotes.

CRC STUFF OFF
Powerful adhesive and paint remover. Helps
clean up paint spills, overspray, fixes most
mistakes.
Works on carpet, wood, metal, stone, etc.
A life saver.

CRC CO CONTACT CLEANER

CRC SYNTEX

CRC CARPET & UPHOLSTERY

Precision electronic cleaning solution
ideal for cleaning IT equipment, TV’s,
DVD and home theatre systems, electronic and electrical components.

Multipurpose lubricant suited for general
use around the home and garage. Advantage of no smell or staining. High temperature range makes it ideal for oven and
freezer doors plus general interior use.

Cleans and deodorises carpet and
upholstery. It is ideal for all carpet
mishaps and stains around the home
and in vehicles.

Long lasting lubricant for smooth
lock and hinge operation. No more
annoying squeaks. Protects outdoor
locks, padlocks and hinges from the
weather.

CRC GLASS CLEANER

CRC PEEL OFF

CRC 5.56 LITE

CRC EXOFF
The ultimate degreaser and cleaner.
High performance. pH neutral, safe on
surfaces, users and the environment.
Use everywhere.

Glass cleaner for all glass surfaces
in and around your home. Professional formula quickly and easily
removes tough dirt and grime.

Removes labels and adhesive, ideal for
stickers. Unwanted labels are easily removed from most containers or surfaces.
This really works.

CRC LOCK AND HINGE

Great low odour version of your
favourite multipurpose service spray.
Same trusted 5.56 performance with
low odour.
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